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QINGDAO EMPIRE-PROFESSIONAL LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING HOUSE & MEAT DEEP PROCESSING SOLUTIONS               

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Machine Name Layer Type Livestock De-boning Automatic Conveying machine 

Model QE-C208-II QE-TD101-I QE-TD101-II QE-TD101-III 

 

Origin China Max Capacity 500Cattle Per Shift 
Design Principle  Electric Controlling 

Characteristic 

Which mainly used in livestock abattoir for skin conveying 
and meat de-boning automatic conveying, the machine will 
convey subsection carcass to appoint position for staffs 
convenient processing, and the machine include three 
different layer, the single layer mainly used for skin conveying 
and poultry abattoir, and the dual-layer and three-layer 
convey machine mainly used in middle and big size abattoir. 

Operation 
Instruction 

 The cattle, sheep/goat and pig carcass will be cutting 
into subsection then put on convey machine (the poultry 
carcass suitable put on convey machine with complete 
carcass), the staffs will stand beside convey machine 
and take subsection carcass on de-boning table for final 
de-boning. 

 The de-boning meat will be put back to convey machine 
for next step packaging, and the bone will be collection 
one plastic container which will conveying on first( for 
dual layer and three layer conveying machine) layer. 

 The meat will be collection by container or some other 
device in the end of convey machine. 

 

Maintain 
Instruction 

 The operation should check all electric connection and 
belt moving smooth situation before debugging 

 The machine will be fixed on ground by expansion bolt 
 The user should check all connect of machine to avoid 

some connector loosing and broken when working when 
finished shift working 

 The machine should be cleaning and drying per shift 
working to improve machine working life 

Characteristic  Lower Noise  Easy Maintain  High Automatic   

Electrical  
Voltage (V) Frequency (HZ) Power(KW) 

380/220 50-60 1.5 

Consumption  
Water(L/H) Compressed Air(L/M) Steam(kg/h) 

100   

Out-Size And Weight 
L(mm) W(mm) H(mm) weight(kg) 

8000-18000 520-680 800-1330  
Material Stainless Steel  Nylon belt 

Components Driving System Mainly Frame Tension Systems Conveying Belt 
Remark First Layer Speed 9 M/Min Second Layer Speed 15 M/Min 


